
Ling 412 – Psycholinguistics. Schafer 
 
Comments sheet for oral presentations (form-fillable pdf) 
Evaluate each presentation, using the criteria listed below. Make at least two significant, constructive comments on content, and two 
on delivery, plus the general comments at the end. Try to be specific and constructive  (e.g., "Explain how the conditions test the 
hypothesis" or "Describe the dependent measure" instead of "I was lost"). 
 
Presentation by ______________________________  Evaluation by (your name) ___________________________   
 
Inclusion of required content Not present Some mention Good coverage 
Authors, year of publication, and journal    
Description of the hypothesis/research question    
Description of the conditions    
Brief description of the task    
Summary of the results    
  

Inclusion of optional content Not present Some mention Good coverage 
Example stimuli    
Evaluation    
Extension to speaker's project    
 

Effective coverage of content Needs work Mostly Definitely 
Opening immediately drew attention to key content    
Speaker signaled completion; presentation ended smoothly    
Main points were clear and appropriately chosen    
Main points were in an effective sequence    
Details were clear and appropriate (too many? too few?)    
Content was specific, not general or vague    
Appropriate and effective vocabulary and grammar    
Material seemed accurate    
 

Two content comments: 
 
 
Delivery Needs work Mostly Definitely 
One to three minutes long    
Presenter narrated all parts    
Extemporaneous delivery; did not read aloud    
Comfortable pacing throughout the presentation    
Varied and effective use of pitch and emphasis    
Words were clearly articulated    
Delivery was polished: few "ums" or hesitations    
The speaker appeared confident and informed    
The speaker made the material seem interesting    
Overall, seemed professional    
 

If applicable Needs work Mostly Definitely 
Effective eye contact     
Effective gestures, movement, and facial expression    
Visual aids were easily seen and effective     
 

Two delivery comments: 
 
 
General comments 
What did you like about this presentation? 
 
What suggestions do you have for this speaker for the next presentation? 
 
What grade would you give this presentation?  (A - F)  _____ 
 
This sheet adapted from: (1) Schaller, K. (2002). Principles of Effective Public Speaking: Student Workbook. Boston, MA: McGraw-Hill and  
(2) http://www.hawaii.edu/gened/oc/informative_peer_eval.htm 
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